agriculture

#swar tland
and # w e s k u s

wine • olives • wheat
craft beer • fruit • honey
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vineyards
olives
proteas
historic farms
history route
museum
picturesque area
historic church
off the beaten track
restaurants
craft beer
nature
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introduction

The #Swartland and #Weskus region has a Mediterranean climate and is
overwhelmingly agricultural – predominantly wheat, soft fruits, viticulture and olives.
The hot dry summers and cold, wet winters provide perfect growing conditions for the
vine and hardy olive tree, Olea europaea.
The Swartland and West Coast has risen in prominence to become one of the
pre-eminent wine and olive regions in the country.
With some of the most suitable soils it was only a matter of time before
a new generation evolved to complement the established wine makers
with their deeply rooted historical traditions.
Complemented by olives the region has established itself as a focus for fine wines
and olive related products.
Isn’t it time to savour?
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paardeberg

The Paardeberg (horse mountain, named after the Zebra first found here) is
located between the Paarl and Swartland wine regions. This hilly region remains
off-the-beaten-track and is worth the effort to make surprise discoveries.
The climate varies dramatically, cold during the winter rainfall season
(average 400-600mm) and very hot during summer days.
Vines planted on The slopes of the Paardeberg are utilised for vine planting,
in relatively deep soil consisting of decomposed sandstone, granite and some
clay, while glenrosa-scali-type soil is found on the lower north eastern slopes.
Some of the highest vineyards in the Swartland region are found here, with en
elevation up to 700m.
to Malmesbury
SADIE FAMILY
LAMMERSHOEK
MORELIG

INTELLEGO
PORSELEINBERG
AA BADENHORST
DAVID & NADIA

BABYLON’S PEAK
DRAGONRIDGE
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Lammershoek
Babylon’s Peak
The Sadie Family Wines
AA Badenhorst Family
Wines
Inteleggo
David & Nadia Wines
Dragonridge
Môrelig
Porseleinberg

www.swartlandindependent.co.za
www.swartlandwineandolives.co.za
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Mullineux & Leeu Family Wines
Riebeeksrivier
Relihan Distillery
Goedgedacht Olives
Meerhof

A little known sand road which derives its name from a river, probably more
aptly a stream, runs along the western flank of Kasteelberg.
Overshadowed by the more exposed Riebeeks Kasteel and West, this quiet
backwater hosts a few surprises.
The thriving farm, Goedgedacht, on land originally granted in 1704. Purchased
in 1993 by Peter and Anne Templeton and Mary Lack, three social workers, it
was donated the following year to a charitable and educational trust.
The farm is planted with olive groves and the original Cape Dutch buildings
have been restored.
Further, Mullineux and Leeu Family Wines which have helped put Swartland
Independent on the world map, with Anthonij Rupert Wyne (Riebeeksriver) also
to Moorreesburg
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established; the unexpected is the Relihan gin distillery.
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to Malmesbury

www.riebeekvalley.info
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r i e b e e k va l l e y

Pulpit Rock
Allesverloren
Riebeek Cellars
Kloovenburg
Olive Boutique
Het Vlock Casteel
Porseleinberg
Wine Kollective
Garagista
Flagship Brew

The Valley, as it is commonly referred to, has been home to humans for aeons,
with evidence of occupation from early peoples through to settlers, and finally
modern incomers.
This is a part of the #Weskus with stunning beauty and a unique character.
Nestling on the slopes of its own mountain, the dramatic Kasteelberg, the
surrounds are wheatlands, vineyards, orchards and olive groves, creating a
distinctive touch of the Mediterranean in Africa.
The rural atmosphere lets you believe you have been transported so
much further away.
Situated at the crossroads of the Swartland there is a wide choice of
accommodation, places to eat and drink, do a bit of retail therapy or taste the
delicious local olives, wine and other products.
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RIEBEEK CELLARS WINE SHOP
WINE KOLLECTIVE
RIEBEEK CELLARS
OLIVE BOUTIQUE
HET VLOCK CASTEEL
KLOOVENBURG

to Malmesbury

to Tulbagh
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malmesbury

Only three years after Jan van Riebeeck established a refreshment station at the
Cape an exploratory expedition under Jan Wintervogel in 1655 encountered the
area, calling it Het Zwartland after the dark, endemic Renosterveld.
Archaeological evidence from the site of De Bron revealed pottery, presumed
to be from the Khoekhoen, who utilised what is present day Malmesbury as part
of their pastoral existence. They would undoubtedly have known of and utilised
to Moorreesburg

the mineral springs.

HUGH’S FAMILY

FRANKI’S VINEYARDS
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One of the early settler towns in the country, it was established with the
construction of a church in 1745. Today the town is at the heart of the

HOFSTRAAT

to Wellington

to Darling
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Swartland, a busy, working town with wheat at the centre of its business life.

SWARTLAND
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BRYAN MACROBERT
ABBOTS HILL

to Cape Town
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Nuweland
Bryan MacRobert
Hofstraat
Swartland
Franki’s Vineyards
Hughes Family
Abbots Hill
Rall

www.malmesburytourism.co.za
www.swartlandwineandolives.co.za
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The two towns straddle an area famed for its spectacular spring floral
Cloof
Darling Cellars
Darling Olives
Groote Post
Ormonde Vineyards
Withington Wines
Darling Brew

displays, nature performing her act to perfection. Darling adds to this as the
home to artists and theatre in the form of internationally renowned satirist
Pieter-Dirk Uys.
History is represented in the museum which tells of the development of the
town, including the vital aspect of dairy farming.

to Velddrif
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Yzerfontein is a seaside village with a spectacularly long beach,
DARLING BREW
DARLING OLIVES
ORMONDE
WITHINGTON
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and close to nature in the form of the West Coast National Park
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and other private nature reserves. The culturally important centre
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!Khwa ttu focusses on promoting the San heritage.
DARLING CELLARS
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to Cape Town

www.darlingtourism.co.za
www.yzerfonteintourism.co.za
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hopefield

The mid-19th century town, considered one of the oldest in the area, became
the centre for sheep and wheat farming in the region. In the library grounds is a
reconstructed hartebeeshuis describing the lifestyle of earlier residents.
Hopefield is famous for its annual Fynbos show which focuses on the
importance of the conservation of the Fynbos biodiversity zones directly
adjacent to the town.
Discovered nearby, the parts of a skull named ‘Saldanha Man’ indicated the
early occupation of this land by humans; even earlier fossils of animals are
found at the West Coast Fossil Park, describing fauna, mostly extinct, from an
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ancient time during a different climate.

to Vredenburg

Bees and their products are one of key businesses and interests in the town,
at Simply Bee.
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www.visitwestcoast.co.za
Simply Bee
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The wheat industry in the region is centred on Moorreesburg, and the story of
the development of this vital crop is told at the Wheat Industry Museum, housed
in the old mission church building, and one of only two in the world. The town is
the birthplace of a South African iconic product, Jungle Oats.
An interesting building is the Carnegie Library, now tourism office, which was
designed by architect NT Cowin and erected on land donated by the Dutch
Reformed Church in 1913. The project was the concept of Miss MD Koch of the
farm Biesiesfontein and was sponsored by Andrew Carnegie grant in Scotland. It
is a Provincial Heritage Site.
Koringberg is a picturesque, charming village on the side of a ‘mountain’
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which carries the same name. A
boutique wine cellar is located in
the village, while nearby Org de
Rac utilises organic procedures for
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wine making.
Wildehurst Wines
Org de Rac
Nieuwedrift
Moorreesburger
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ORG DE RAC
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www.moorreesburgtourism.co.za
to Cape Town
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Testalonga
Schenkfontein
(Winkelshoek)

An early defence line (piquet/piket) led to the establishment of a base here in
1673, during the confrontation between the Khoekhoen and settlers.
The Dutch Reformed Church is at the centre of and dominates this town, which
in turn provides spectacular views across the Swartland, with the dramatic
Piketberg as a backdrop.
Evidence of Jewish influence on
the area is evident in the old
synagogue, now making up part
of the museum complex.
On top of the mountain fruit
orchards and flower growing
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monthly farmers’ market.
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are in evidence, amongst the endemic proteas and fynbos, complemented by a

to Citrusdal
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Nearby the mission wonderfully located mission village of Goedverwacht began
with an interesting tale of a slave been granted ownership of the farm; today it
is home to a close-knit community.

to Velddrif

www.piketbergtourism.co.za
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porterville

The original residents of the region, the San, left many relics of their existence in
the form of paintings.
Much later this small country town’s economy was dominated by the wheat
industry, but during recent years alternative crops have been introduced and
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creative processing of local produce adopted. The trend, in tandem with the
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international sustainable and healthy approach, is organic living. The weekly
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market is key to sourcing this healthy lifestyle.
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Located at the base of the Groot Winterhoek Mountains, the town is in a key
position as the base for exploring this natural wilderness, which includes the
home of the rare Disa Uniflora.
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The Dasklip Pass is also the site of the annual South African Open
Paragliding championships.

to Wellington
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Tulbagh Wine Cellar
Houdconstant
Indie ale

www.portervilletourism.co.za
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An early fossil, that of the Saldanha skull, is evidence of human occupation in

history

this ancient part of the world. The #Weskus is steeped in heritage and history,

Fauna too is represented at the West Coast Fossil Park with its new

from evidence of early stone age peoples, to the San, then Khoekhoen, to

display centre, for example, as well as the centre focussed on the living San

settlers who ultimately altered the landscape.

culture at !Khwa ttu. The remnants of endemic renosterveld can be viewed

The legacy is more easily seen today in the agricultural landscape and fishing

at the West Coast National Park.

communities which has enabled growth in the area.

Museums represent the many aspects of life in this dynamic region.

museums

h i s t o r i c Mamre
w a l k i n g Darling
r o u t e s Malmesbury
Piketberg
Riebeek Valley

Morewww.noboundariescape.co.za
info
www.capewestcoast.org

Citrusdal
Clanwilliam (Ou Tronk)
Darling
Goedverwacht
Hopefield
Lamberts Bay (Sandveld)
Malmesbury
Moorreesburg (Wheat Industry)
Piketberg
Porterville (Jan Danckaert)
Riebeek Valley
Riebeek West (JC Smuts)
Velddrif (SA Fisheries)
Langebanweg
(West Coast Fossil Park)
Yzerfontein (!Khwa ttu)

More
info
www.swartlandheritage.com
www.heritagechroniclesa.org

. . . isn’t it time to?

noboundariescape@gmail.com
www.noboundar iescape.co.za
noboundariescape noboundariescap

